
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the 1980 movie, Caddyshack, 

Rodney Dangerfield played the over-

the-top millionaire, alienate-every-

one, crude, rude, cheating, loud-

mouth real estate developer Al 

Czervik. 
 

Almost everything this character 

says and does in this madcap, 

ultimate-golf-spoofing movie will 

remind you of Trump – including 

Czervik’s iconic line, “Hey everyone!  

“We’re all gonna get laid!” 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Rodney Dangerfield as Al Czervik in 

Caddyshack, 1980. 
 

A wonderfully goofy subplot in the 

movie concerns Carl Spackler, the 

greenskeeper played by Bill Murray.  

His job is to rid the golf course of a 

gopher that is threatening to destroy 

it.  Drugged-out Spackler resorts to 

all manner of strategies, cul-

minating  

With the  

use of  

plastic ex- 

plosives 

(pictured 

far right.)  
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In the last Edition I said I was going on 

vacation and wouldn’t be posting 

more until the end of the month. 
 

But then the horror in Las Vegas 

happened.   I looked at the pictures 

and read the accounts of a dozen 

victims of the shooting there; how 

loved ones and strangers attempted 

to shield them with their own bodies 

and get them to help.  I needed – and 

gave myself permission – to have a 

good, prolonged cry about it all. 
 

After drying my eyes, I read of what is 

surely a similar challenge to the 

tattered notion that we are civilized:  

Trump visited Puerto Rico yesterday.   
 

There can be only one explanation for 

POTUS’ utterly insensitive, ignorantly 

offensive remarks and behavior in 

Puerto Rico yesterday:  he is under a 

Harry Potter-ish spell.  After some 

exhaustive research, I can reveal the 

spell’s incantation:  Ignoramibus  

Insensitivo!   
 

Oh, for Harry’s “nice and supple” 

wand made of holly wood with a 

Phoenix feather core!  We could then 

remove this curse from Mr. Trump.  

With any luck, this would return him 

to his former, pre-POTUS, cinematic 

self:  Al Czervik.  “Who?” you may ask.  

Well, read on. 

 

Wonderfully, though, the gopher 

survives.  At the movie’s end, one of 

the furry critters pops his head up out 

of his tunnel, faces the camera and 

laughs. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

Everyone whose poor taste in prose 

and real patriotism leads them to 

read this blog will enjoy spending 98 

minutes watching Caddyshack again.   
 

It’s especially relevant now.  Not only 

are the performances wonderfully 

crafted and the fun non-stop . . . but 

those of us in “The Resistance” have 

found a new mascot:  The Gopher! 
 

The gopher literally undermines all 

the overly-pretentious characters at 

the    Trumpwood Bushwood Country 

Club!  Nothing can stop it!  Quietly, it 

plans and executes its work!  In the 

end, it triumphs!  May it ever be thus! 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hey, is that a Hollywood Wand with a 

Gopher hair core over there?  Wow! 

Just in time for Trump’s visit to Las 

Vegas!  Expungibus impeachio! 

HELP, HELP ME WANDA … GET HIM OUTTA MY CART! 
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